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Foreword
The report of the Special Committee on Standards of Professional Conduct
is being submitted to the membership for consideration and comment. It
contains a broad series of recommendations calling on the profession to make
substantial reforms in the way it achieves adherence to professional standards.
The committee was asked to consider the changing economic, social, legal
and regulatory conditions in today’s environment and the impact of those
changes on members and on the Institute and to recommend a course of
action.
In responding to its charge, the committee has developed a report that is
comprehensive and bold. It challenges the profession to rededicate itself to
professional ideals and offers a number of ways to do so: a restated goaloriented code of professional ethics and rules applying to all members;
mandatory continuing professional education for all members; mandatory
participation by members in practice in a quality-review program; and, for
those practicing in a firm with an SEC practice, required membership of that
firm in the Institute’s SEC Practice Section. In addition, the committee has
offered guidance to members regarding scope of practice. And, it has rec
ommended that the AICPA take appropriate action to adopt the 150-hour
postbaccalaureate education requirement as a condition for Institute mem
bership for those qualifying for entry into the profession after the year 2000.
The changes recommended by the committee will have substantial impact.
Yet, it is the belief of the committee that its recommendations are the appro
priate response to the challenges facing the profession.
The Institute’s Council believes that the specific programs presented by
the committee will help focus the profession’s attention on this issue in the
forthcoming months. The Council commends the committee’s comprehen
siveness in outlining, by way of specific proposals and programs, what
implementation of its concepts would entail.
However, much needs to be done in terms of implementation: the specifics
of the senior committee responsibilities under the new code must be developed;
the relationship between AICPA and state CPA societies with regard to the
iii

Joint Ethics Enforcement Program and the proposals on quality review must
be worked out; the quality-review program itself must be developed in greater
detail, and other implementational questions must be resolved.
Committees and task forces will be appointed to deal with these issues as
the profession considers these recommendations. The special committee’s
proposals deserve thoughtful consideration; therefore, its report is being issued
at this time to each member. Your input will help to frame implementing
bylaw and code proposals submitted to you for mail ballot in putting the
recommendations into effect. You are urged to read the report carefully and
give the AICPA the benefit of your views on the proposals.

Herman J. Lowe, CPA
Chairman of the Board

Philip B. Chenok, CPA
President
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Executive Summary
The Special Committee on Standards of Professional Conduct for Certified
Public Accountants has evaluated such standards in light of today’s environ
ment and is presenting its findings in this report.
The committee reached a strong consensus that the accounting profession
must make substantial reforms in the way it achieves adherence to its
standards. This report calls on the profession to respond positively to the
rapidly changing environment by enhancing its ability to serve the public
interest and to retain public confidence.
Growth and expansion within the accounting profession have been a mixed
blessing. The profession’s commitment to quality performance and profes
sionalism is questioned by Congress, the public, and the media—a factor that
underscores the need for a major reform of professional standards.
The profession needs to adopt a new approach to ethical and technical
standards governing the performance of certified public accountants. The
committee’s recommendations call on the profession to—
1. Restructure the Institute’s Code of Professional Ethics to improve its
relevance and effectiveness.
2. Provide guidance to practitioners in making judgments regarding the
scope and nature of services and adherence to professionalism.
3. Establish a new program for the systematic monitoring of practice to
improve the quality of service and to assure compliance with perform
ance standards.
4. Establish AICPA membership requirements for both continuing profes
sional education and the basic education to enter the profession.
These recommendations will make professional standards more relevant and
effective in improving the quality of services and more responsive to the
changing environment and to public expectations.

RESTRUCTURING THE CODE
The Institute’s Code of Professional Ethics would be restructured into two
sections:
1. Standards of Professional Conduct (the Standards)— a new goal-orient
ed, positively stated section modeled after the Concepts Statement in
the existing Code
1

2. Rules of Performance and Behavior (the Rules)— a separate section
consisting of a complete revision of the present Rules of Conduct
Both sections of the new Code would apply to all AICPA members.
The Standards state broadly the profession’s responsibilities to the public
and provide guidance on their application to the activities of members as
follows:
1. They set forth the basic responsibilities of CPAs to the public, clients,
and fellow professionals.
2. They enunciate broad objectives regarding the public interest, objectiv
ity, integrity, due care, and scope and nature of services.
3. They serve as a basic guide to action when members are required to
make judgments about their conduct.
The Rules are enforceable applications of the Standards. They define
acceptable behavior, proscribe unacceptable behavior, and identify sources
of authority for performance standards. Members will be required to observe
the Standards and the Rules in making decisions about their professional
activities.
The senior technical committees will interpret the Rules in their respective
areas of responsibility: ethics, accounting and auditing, accounting and review
services, taxes, and management advisory services. The ethics committee
will issue interpretations of general applicability in all areas of professional
activity; the other committees will deal only with matters that relate to their
specific areas of responsibility. A coordinating committee will be formed to
ensure consistency among these bodies. Existing ethics interpretations and
rulings will continue in effect until acted upon by the interpreting bodies.

GUIDANCE ON SCOPE OF SERVICES
The Standards contain a section on scope and nature of services that requires
members to use judgment in making decisions about offering nonattest
services and about activities that may be perceived as creating conflicts of
interest.
Such guidance is needed to help assure the orderly expansion of services
in keeping with the requirements of competence, objectivity, and integrity.
It also is needed to reinforce the commitment to professionalism in an in
creasingly competitive practice environment.

A PROGRAM TO IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF PERFORMANCE
The quality of practice is an issue that must be dealt with by the profession.
For that reason, the Institute should establish a comprehensive, proactive
2

program to monitor practice, to improve the quality of performance, and to
identify and correct substandard performance. Standards establish norms for
the quality of service. Substandard work raises more questions about integrity,
objectivity, and competence of CPAs than any departure from a rule. The
profession must enhance quality if it is to continue to merit the public trust.
The Institute, in cooperation with state CPA societies, should establish for
CPA firms a comprehensive quality review (QR) program modeled after the
peer review programs of the Division for CPA Firms. It should make partic
ipation in such a program, or in the peer review programs of the Division
for CPA Firms, a membership requirement for all AICPA members in public
practice. Because of the wide public interest in audits of SEC registrants, the
Institute should adopt a membership requirement for AICPA members who
practice in firms that perform audits for one or more SEC registrants that will
require those firms to be members of the SEC Practice Section (SECPS) of
the Division for CPA Firms.
The QR program will be directed initially at accounting and audit practice
but eventually will extend to other areas. The Institute should establish policies
and procedures to administer the program and encourage state CPA societies
to establish and conduct such programs.
The QR program will operate in much the same way as the peer review
programs of the two sections of the Division for CPA Firms. Those peer
review programs have made a substantial contribution to improving the quality
of practice and providing a high level of assurance about overall quality of
practice.
In addition to the QR program, the Institute should improve its procedures
for handling complaints against members who violate requirements of the
restructured Code. The roles, responsibilities, and relationships of existing
bodies involved in this process should be restructured to achieve that objective.
The Institute should establish realistic sanctions for—
• Conscious violations of the Code.
• Members and firms who fail to take corrective actions required to improve
adherence to standards as a result of reviews in the QR program.
• Pervasive or egregious performance failures on the part of members or
firms.

REQUIREMENTS TO MAINTAIN PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCE
The Institute should adopt a mandatory continuing professional education
requirement for its members. To continue to perform with competence, in
tegrity, and objectivity, members should maintain their knowledge and skills.
The rapid growth in the body of knowledge that CPAs must master, the rapid
3

expansion of services, and the revolutionary developments in information
technology make such a requirement imperative.
The Institute should also take appropriate actions before the year 2000 to
adopt a bylaw provision to make postbaccalaureate education a condition for
AICPA membership for those who become CPAs after that year.
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George D. Anderson, Chairman
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Chapter 1

The Work of the Committee
THE COMMITTEE’S CHARGE
The Special Committee was appointed in October 1983 to study the rele
vance and effectiveness of professional standards in today’s environment.
The committee was asked to consider the changing economic, social, legal,
and regulatory climate and, in light of that consideration, to—
1. Evaluate the relevance of present ethical standards to professionalism,
integrity, and commitment to both quality service and the public interest.
2. Consider the role of the Institute in the process of establishing standards
of professional conduct.
3. Recommend a course of action.
After the publication of the Institute’s Future Issues Committee report,
Major Issues fo r the CPA Profession and the AICPA, in April 1984, the
committee was asked to consider five of fourteen issues identified as major
concerns for the Institute and the profession:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Expansion of services and products
Changes in the nature and extent of competition in the profession
The role of self-regulation
Improving the quality of practice by CPAs
Independence and objectivity

The committee’s basic charge encompasses aspects of all these issues, and
the committee has carefully considered each of them in its study.

Major Concerns
CPAs today face several concerns that require performance standards to be
redefined. Five of those concerns are of major significance to this study.
1. The three main areas of traditional services—accounting and auditing,
taxes, and management advisory services—require different standards
and have different characteristics. Audits of financial statements require
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2.

3.

4.

5.

objectivity and independence. Consulting requires professional objec
tivity but does not require independence. And providing tax services
often requires CPAs to support interpretations most favorable to their
clients while maintaining professional objectivity. The contemporaneous
performance of these services may place a CPA in conflicting roles.
Many CPAs have expanded their services beyond traditional accounting
functions. Some observers believe that providing services in some new
areas dilutes the value of traditional services.
The competitive environment has placed pressure on the traditional
commitment to professionalism in the practice of public accounting. It
has caused some CPAs, for example, to consider offering services under
fee arrangements that may violate the present rules of ethical conduct.
In some situations, contingent fee arrangements may be viewed as the
best and most equitable method of compensation for the performance
of some services that clients now demand.
Current legal limitations have restricted the ability of professional or
ganizations to regulate the performance of their members. Thus, the
role of the Institute in the regulation of the profession needs to be
reassessed.
Concerns have been expressed about the applicability of the profession’s
ethical standards to the increasing number of CPAs in industry, gov
ernment, and education. Many observers have suggested that ethical
responsibilities of those members should be more explicitly stated in
the profession’s standards.

Since its inception, the Institute’s Code has been expressed principally
through rules that define acceptable professional conduct, proscribe unac
ceptable conduct, and identify sources of authority for enforceable standards.
Proposed modifications of the Code have been concerned largely with en
forceability and relevance to the present practice environment.
Some observers believe the Code does not have the significance for mem
bers that it should have. They feel that the profession’s technical standards
are adhered to more from fear of potential legal liability than from concerns
about adherence to ethical standards or loss of professionalism. Also, the
behavioral rules have been weakened by limitations imposed by law.

THE STUDY PROCESS
The process o f the committee’s investigation included focus group studies,
the committee’s deliberations, the consideration of the work and recommen
dations of previous groups, and discussions with other concerned groups.
6

The Focus Group Studies
An outside consultant was engaged early in the process to conduct a series
of focus group studies; in that way, the committee obtained the views of
several key user and member groups. Though these studies were not structured
to produce statistically valid results, they indicated the wide range of views
on CPAs’ performance among key constituencies.
The consensus of the participants is that the profession should take the
initiative in dealing with its problems.

The Committee’s Deliberations
Since October 1983, when the committee was formed, it has met frequently
for over sixty-five days of deliberations by the full committee. In addition,
committee members have met often as task forces established to consider
aspects of the issues. The committee considered a large volume of material
from various sources, including previous studies and proposals relating to the
Institute’s Code of Professional Ethics. It also considered published reports
and research studies on professional self-regulation and on the nature and
results of the practice-monitoring programs of state CPA societies, state boards
of accountancy, and federal agencies.

The Work of Other Groups
The committee considered the work of other Institute committees and
Institute-sponsored groups that had made previous studies of the issues ad
dressed in this report. Those studies include the following:
• The 1978 report of the Commission on Auditors’ Responsibilities, which
considered, among other things, the regulation of the profession to
maintain the quality of audit practice
• The 1978 report of the Public Oversight Board on its study of the scope
of services
• The 1980 report of the Special Committee on Regulation of the Profes
sion, which considered and recommended a practice-monitoring program
to enhance the quality of practice
• The 1983 report of the Institute’s Professional Ethics Division, which
recommended a complete revision of the Rules of Conduct that would
have, among others things, extended the applicability of most of the
rules to Institute members not in public practice

Reports to Other Groups
The committee periodically reported to the AICPA Board of Directors and
presented interim reports to Council in October 1984 and May 1985. In light
7

of those discussions, the committee revised its proposed recommendations
and discussed them with representatives of state CPA societies and state
boards of accountancy in a one-day meeting in August 1985.
The chairman and members of the committee discussed the proposed
recommendations with Institute senior committees and professional groups,
including the National Association of State Boards of Accountancy and certain
state CPA societies. The chairman of the committee reviewed the proposed
recommendations with the executive committees of both the Private Com
panies Practice Section (PCPS) and the SEC Practice Section (SECPS) of the
Division for CPA Firms. In developing the recommendations in this report,
the committee worked closely with the AICPA Mission Committee and the
AICPA Industry Committee.
The chairman of the committee described the committee’s basic recom
mendations in an article, “ A Fresh Look at Standards of Professional Con
duct,” in the September 1985 Journal o f Accountancy. The committee has
considered the comments received and drafted its recommendations in light
of that wide exposure.

8

Chapter 2

Evaluation of the Existing
Structure of Performance Standards
This chapter discusses the perspectives and criteria used to evaluate present
ethical standards. It presents an evaluation of all the profession’s performance
standards and the structure for establishing and enforcing them.

CHARACTERISTICS AND ELEMENTS
The characteristics of a profession and the elements of professional
standards are basic factors in the evaluation.

Characteristics of a Profession
In The Ethical Standards o f the Accounting Profession, a study published
by the Institute in 1966, John L. Carey noted seven characteristics of a
profession:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

A body of specialized knowledge
A formal educational process
Standards governing admission
A code of ethics
A recognized status indicated by a license or a special designation
A public interest in the work that the group performs
Recognition by the group of a social obligation

The accounting profession has all of these characteristics. The CPA desig
nation indicates that the holder has met certain education and experience
requirements, has passed a comprehensive examination showing a mastery
of a body of knowledge, and is the basis for offering legally restricted services.
Services offered by CPAs also may be provided, in some cases, by persons
who are not members of a professional group. Since persons outside of the
accounting profession also provide some of the same types of services, the
services themselves cannot be viewed as inherently professional. The manner
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of performance is therefore a crucial determinant of a professional service,
and the committee’s focus on professional standards to assure quality results
from that fact.
The Institute’s Council approved a description of the practice of public
accounting that emphasizes professionalism in the performance of services.
In the practice of public accounting CPAs bring competence of professional quality,
independence, and a strong concern for the usefulness of the information and advice
they provide. . . . The professional quality of their services is based upon experience
and the requirement for the CPA certificate—education and examination—and upon
the ethical and technical standards established and enforced by their profession.
Performance standards require CPAs to provide services with integrity, com
petence, and objectivity. To maintain their distinction, CPAs have a continuing
responsibility to develop and support standards designed to maintain those
characteristics.

Elements of Performance Standards
The Commission on Auditor’s Responsibilities (the Cohen Commission)
in its 1978 report suggested that a profession develops systems of regulation
to reduce the incidence of substandard performance and noted that the ac
counting profession’s performance standards include four elements:
1. Standards of skill and competence for entering the profession and for
continuing the right to practice
2. Technical and ethical standards that serve as performance goals and as
norms for measuring departures
3. Quality control policies and procedures to monitor and encourage com
pliance with technical and ethical standards
4. An effective disciplinary system to impose penalties for performance
or conduct that departs from established norms
The Commission noted that effective regulation depends on all four ele
ments operating as a system. That view of the elements of performance
standards and their interrelationships underlies the evaluation of those
standards and the committee’s recommendations.

THE ROLE OF THE INSTITUTE
The Institute helps to maintain high standards for entry into the profession;
assists in maintaining competence through continuing professional education;
and establishes performance standards, technical and ethical standards that
provide both guidance for performing professional services, and procedures
for achieving compliance with those standards.
10

Strengthening performance standards and increasing their relevance and
effectiveness will require that the Institute play an even more significant role
and become more active in communication and coordination.
The Institute should communicate to the public the meaning and significance
of performance standards, the scope and nature of practice, the meaning and
significance of membership, and the results of its monitoring activities. It
must take the lead in identifying innovative approaches to new developments
in cooperation with regulatory and professional bodies, as well as with CPA
firms, to achieve greater compliance with standards.
The Institute’s role must be that of the national accounting body in which
membership represents a level of professional achievement greater than the
possession of a CPA certificate. It should be perceived as a body that con
tinually monitors and strives to improve the quality of its members’ profes
sional work.

CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING PERFORMANCE STANDARDS
The relevance and effectiveness of performance standards are measured by
whether they serve to—
• Safeguard the public interest.
• Recognize the paramount role of the CPA in the financial reporting
process.
• Give primary emphasis and attention to assuring quality performance
and reducing or eliminating substandard performance.
• Assure objectivity and integrity in the performance and delivery of
services.
• Enhance the prestige of the CPA designation and the credibility of CPAs.
• Provide guidance for CPAs in making decisions about proper conduct.

The Public Interest
The public interest in the quality of performance of CPAs should govern
the structure, scope, content, and administration of performance standards.
CPAs as independent auditors help to maintain the integrity and efficiency of
capital markets. That role is the basis for their professional status.
All who benefit from or depend on the services of CPAs have an interest
in the quality of their performance. In the financial reporting process, CPAs
provide assurance about the reliability of financial information, a role assigned
almost exclusively to them.
As trained experts in tax matters, CPAs have a public responsibility to
foster an efficient and equitable tax system. Their work in this regard benefits
clients, governments, taxing authorities, and citizens generally.
11

The public interest is served by CPAs’ performance of management ad
visory services. CPAs offer expertise in diverse disciplines concerned with
the information process and with many other services used to improve man
agement decision making. Clients benefit most directly, but the public interest
in this area demands competence, integrity, and objectivity.
The professional activities of CPAs not in public practice are also a concern.
The public views the CPA designation as an assurance of objectivity and
integrity. As employees of others, CPAs serve as financial executives of
business enterprises, as internal auditors, as government auditors, as educa
tors, and in many other roles. In such roles, they may help to provide
confidence in, among other things, the integrity of financial reporting, the
efficient functioning of capital markets, and the integrity of government
programs.

The Paramount Role of CPAs
The profession’s paramount role in reporting on financial statements must
be recognized.
In reporting on financial statements, CPAs issue audit, review, and com
pilation reports. Their usefulness to investors and creditors is evident from
the relatively efficient capital markets in the United States. Also, the financial
statements with which CPAs are associated have a pervasive effect in society.
Millions of Americans have a vital stake in pension funds, all of which use
financial statements in managing their investments. Labor unions use financial
statements in collective bargaining and in evaluating management’s repre
sentations. Regulatory bodies use financial statements in various ways in their
activities. Legislators rely on financial statements in formulating legislative
policy and in carrying out their oversight responsibilities.
The role society has assigned to CPAs in the financial reporting process
thus imposes on them a great responsibility. The Institute establishes standards
and undertakes other activities to help ensure that CPAs perform in conformity
with standards.

Emphasis on Quality Performance
Performance standards should give primary emphasis and attention to
assuring quality performance and reducing or eliminating substandard per
formance because the quality of performance affects the general public as
well as clients and employers of CPAs. Assurance of quality performance
can be achieved without arbitrarily restricting the range of services offered
or the orderly expansion of practice into new areas.
The goal of quality should be sought first through education and remedial
or corrective actions but ultimately, as a last resort, through disciplinary
action. This means that members of the profession must—
12

•
•
•
•

Understand what is necessary for quality practice.
Establish appropriate policies and procedures for quality performance.
Subject their compliance to independent review.
Take remedial or corrective actions as needed.

The effectiveness of standards in the private sector depends primarily on
mutual trust and cooperation. Systematic monitoring and correction is the
most effective process for attaining compliance with standards.

Assurance of Objectivity and Integrity
Performance standards should guide CPAs in determining what is required
to maintain objectivity and integrity in the performance and delivery of
services.

Prestige of the CPA Designation
Performance standards should enhance the prestige of the CPA designation
and the credibility of CPAs. How well the profession recognizes and meets
the public’s expectations is the key factor here.

Guidance in Making Decisions
Performance standards should be evaluated by the extent to which they
provide guidance for CPAs in making decisions about proper conduct.

RESPONDING TO THE CHANGING ENVIRONMENT
The areas of greatest concern in the present environment relate to the
quality of services, the expansion of services and products, the competition,
and the legal constraints.

Quality of Services
Concern about the quality of services is increasing. Studies indicate that
CPAs are viewed as competent, efficient, and capable of providing quality
in basic services. At the same time, they are viewed as being more likely to
cut comers and to deviate from quality standards in the current environment
than in the past.
CPAs have recently been accused of becoming too commercial. The term
commercialism is used by many in the accounting profession to describe a
spirit that emphasizes marketing of services and products, growth for growth’s
sake, and practices that treat audits as commodities.
13

Scope of Services
The scope of services provided by CPAs has been a source of concern to
many during the past decade, a concern heightened by the pace of expansion
in recent years. Chapter 4 of this report provides CPAs with guidance for
making judgments and decisions about whether their services are compatible
with the professionalism, integrity, and objectivity required of them and with
the overriding need to safeguard the public interest.

Competition
Competition, both among practice units and from sources outside the
profession, has increased substantially, and its nature has changed. This has
caused concerns that accountants may be offering services and agreeing to
financial arrangements that involve inherent conflicts of interest. There has
been an increasing emphasis on growth through firm mergers and acquisitions
by CPA firms of non-accounting service organizations offering actuarial
services, appraisals, and management consulting. While competition in the
marketplace should provide quality products at reasonable prices, outside
observers have questioned the effects on the quality of services of loss-leader
pricing of audit services, opinion-shopping consultations, fee arrangements,
and aggressive marketing activities. Heightened price competition and client
sensitivity to the price of audit services contribute to the concerns.

Legal Constraints
Recent court decisions have restricted the freedom of professional bodies
to establish standards to regulate their members. Such bodies have had to
modify or eliminate rules banning advertising and solicitation, and the legality
of other rules, such as those on contingent fees and commissions, has been
questioned.
The 1983 modification of the ethics rule permits truthful advertising and
other forms of truthful solicitation in seeking clients. The removal of total
bans on advertising and solicitation introduced a new element in the com
petitive environment and has created new pressures on professionalism.

PUBLIC EXPECTATION GAP
The public has certain expectations about the independent auditor’s re
sponsibility for the detection of fraud and audited financial statements.

Causes of Gap
Financial statements that are materially misstated as a result of intentional
deception constitute fraudulent financial reporting. The public expects the
14

profession to establish and enforce performance standards to reduce the
incidence of fraudulent financial reporting by assuming greater responsibility
for fraud detection.
In addition, the public expects audited financial statements to provide an
early warning of impending business failures and some assurance regarding
the well-being of the reporting enterprise. The public does not understand
how a company can fail as a result of management fraud shortly after an
unqualified audit report on its financial statements is issued. Nor does it
understand when audited financial statements do not inform users about all
the significant risks and uncertainties confronting the business enterprise. The
public also seems to expect reasonable assurance from audited financial
statements on the well-being of an enterprise— some indication of the rea
sonable expectations on the realization of assets, incurrence of liabilities, and
the amount and timing of cash flows.

Sources of Concern
The chairman of the Public Oversight Board, in an address to the AICPA
Council in October 1985, indicated that CPAs may be perceived as failing in
their public responsibility.
The cause o f the crisis is a fact that investors and depositors are losing faith in the
ability o f the accounting profession to perform the job which has historically been
its unique function in our society— assuring the integrity o f the financial information
upon which our capitalistic society necessarily depends.

The Commission on Auditors’ Responsibilities in its 1978 report stated
that “ significant percentages of those who use and rely on the auditor’s work
rank the detection of fraud among the most important objectives of an audit.”
Although significant changes have been made in auditing standards since the
issuance of that report to state the auditor’s responsibility in this area more
positively, public expectations are not fully satisfied by the level of respon
sibility assumed.

Responsibility in Auditing Standards
Under current standards, the auditor has the affirmative duty to search for
fraud that may have a material effect on the financial statements by exercising
due skill and care. Auditing standards now require auditors to extend their
examinations to search for misstatements that would materially affect the
financial statements. An auditor’s unqualified opinion implicitly indicates that
the auditor believes the financial statements are free from material misstate
ments. But auditing standards do not presently require auditors to apply
extended detailed procedures designed specifically to detect fraud unless they
become aware of transactions or events that indicate a fraud may exist.
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Auditing standards now contain positive statements of auditors’ responsi
bilities for the detection of fraud and for the detection of illegal or questionable
acts. A forthright and positive explanation of the responsibilities could help
to satisfy public expectations but still may not be enough in the current
environment.

Current Initiatives
The Institute is taking several initiatives to clarify, and possibly to expand,
the responsibility that independent auditors are required to assume for the
detection of fraud and illegal acts and to explain the potential costs and
benefits of auditors’ accepting greater responsibility.
Questions concerning the auditor’s responsibility for fraud have led to a
current reevaluation of that issue and related responsibilities by the Auditing
Standards Board.
At the Institute’s initiative, the National Commission on Fraudulent Fi
nancial Reporting has been established in cooperation with other sponsoring
organizations and is making a comprehensive study of ways to improve the
detection and prevention of fraud.
Other initiatives include—
• Projects by the Auditing Standards Board to improve communication in
auditors’ reports, to provide improved guidance on auditing judgments
and estimates, and to reexamine auditors’ reports on internal accounting
controls.
• Development by the ASB of a revised standard on auditors’ responsibility
to assess contingencies and uncertainties, a new standard on opinionshopping consultations, and a comprehensive study on auditing bankloan-loss reserves.
• A study by the Accounting Standards Executive Committee of possible
ways to modify generally accepted accounting principles to improve
communication in financial statements of information that would help
users assess the risks and uncertainties of a reporting enterprise and that
would improve the capability of such statements to provide an early
warning of impending business failures.
These initiatives should help the profession become more responsive to public
expectations and narrow the expectation gap.
It should be clear, however, that the public expects more from audited
financial statements than protection against fraud. The public also expects
audited financial statements to provide early warnings of impending business
failures and to provide some assurance regarding the well-being or the future
viability of an enterprise. The expectation gap cannot be fully addressed
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without considering all of its aspects, including the implications of an audit
for the integrity of management, the integrity of the financial statements, and
the reasonableness of the going-concern assumption as applied to the reporting
enterprise.

THE EXISTING SYSTEM
The existing standards governing performance and behavior can be im
proved and made more flexible and responsive to change.

Overall Evaluation
Rules of conduct have been a basic tenet of the accounting profession from
its inception. The rules have influenced the behavior of members and the
quality of their services and have been accepted by the profession and the
public alike as the authoritative statement of the profession’s standards. Thus,
the rules have been a positive influence.
In recent years, however, whether the Code of Professional Ethics ade
quately influences professional behavior and performance has been questioned.
There are several possible explanations for this development. The 1960s saw
an explosion of economic activity in this country, accompanied by previously
unanticipated applications of accounting principles. In addition, the profession
experienced a burgeoning demand for an increasing array of services. The
number and variety of services expanded dramatically, while the rules gov
erning conduct and performance did not keep pace.
At the same time, laws pertaining to restraints of trade by private associ
ations were undergoing dramatic transformation. In 1975, the United States
Supreme Court in the Goldfarb case held that there was no exemption for
learned professions from the antitrust laws. Before that decision, the ability
of a profession to adopt and enforce rules of conduct was assumed and
unchallenged. The rules of conduct were generally complied with largely
because of peer pressure and the individuals’ desire to be viewed as members
of a respected and responsible profession.
Following the Goldfarb decision, the profession’s rule against competitive
bidding was challenged as anticompetitive, and the Institute was placed under
court order declaring the rule null and void. Most state accountancy boards
dropped similar rules. On the advice of legal counsel, the Institute’s ban
against advertising and solicitation was modified to conform to the law, and
advertising and solicitation increased. Moreover, other behavioral and per
formance standards continue to be challenged in a continuing investigation
by the Federal Trade Commission.
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Once it was established that certain rules of conduct had legal limitations,
a measure of disregard developed with respect to compliance with other,
clearly enforceable rules. At the same time, the profession was under greater
scrutiny than ever from a variety of sources.
Criticism of the profession by Congress, by the media, and by regulators
focused on a common thread—the allegation that CPAs have lost their com
mitment to quality and are not fully responsive to public concerns. While it
would be unfair to level such a charge against the entire profession, some
legitimate concerns are being raised about CPAs’ behavior and about the
quality of CPA audit and other services and the scope of those services.
A code of ethics should be a strong beacon in these stormy times, but the
present Code of Professional Ethics has not always effectively illuminated
the way. The present Code does not adequately influence the marketing and
performance of professional services. Further, the system by which the profes
sion identifies and deals with substandard work can be substantially improved;
much now escapes its complaint-based structure.
The profession and the membership in the Institute have grown rapidly and
have become more diverse. CPAs in industry, education, and government are
now approaching 50 percent of Institute membership. In the development and
enforcement of performance standards, the professional activities of those
members have not received adequate attention.

Overlapping Authority
The existing structure for establishing and maintaining performance stand
ards is complex, with overlapping authority and responsibilities. Government
bodies (state boards of accountancy, federal and state regulatory agencies,
and federal and state courts) license and regulate individuals and firms and
enforce laws and regulations by punishing violators. Bodies in the private
sector (the AICPA and its Division for CPA Firms, state CPA societies, and
private sector standard-setting bodies) promulgate and monitor compliance
with rules of professional conduct, establish technical standards, develop and
offer continuing professional education programs, administer peer review
programs, investigate alleged audit failures, and maintain remedial and dis
ciplinary programs and procedures of their own.

Flexibility and Responsiveness
Greater flexibility and responsiveness in the existing system are necessary
to provide timely guidance for the growth and expansion of the profession
and for evolving areas of practice.
The Institute has established quality control and quality assurance review
standards for accounting and audit practice but has established no such
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standards in other areas of practice. The Division for CPA Firms has estab
lished uniform continuing professional education (CPE) requirements for all
professionals in member firms, but no similar approach has been established
for AICPA members who practice in firms that have elected not to join the
division.
The growing number of CPAs engaged in activities outside public practice
suggests the need to specify those activities to which performance standards
apply and to provide assurance that such standards will remain current through
continuing education.

Improved Coordination
The various elements of performance standards need to be better coordi
nated. The present programs of the Division for CPA Firms are based on the
concept of assuring compliance with performance standards by regular and
systematic peer reviews of practice with a primary emphasis on requiring
corrective or remedial actions where deficiencies are found. In contrast, the
Joint Ethics Enforcement Program (JEEP) emphasizes investigation of com
plaints relating to violations of specific rules. The SEC Practice Section of
the Division for CPA Firms has established through its Special Investigations
Committee and the Public Oversight Board procedures for investigating firms
involved in alleged audit failures.
It seems clear that the existing structure does not adequately promote high
quality performance because of—
• Reliance on complaints as the basis for disciplinary actions and apparent
unwillingness of practitioners to report on the substandard work of their
peers.
• The high incidence of substandard work evident in state positive en
forcement programs and surveys.
• The reluctance of some jurisdictions in JEEP and of some state boards
of accountancy to enforce standards aggressively.
• The tendency to impose sanctions against individuals in only the most
egregious cases.
• Deferral of action on cases in litigation.
• Lack of AICPA authority over firms.

CALL FOR A NEW APPROACH
As the Institute’s Code of Professional Ethics has evolved over the years,
it has not kept pace with the profession’s changing situation. However, its
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relevance can be improved by adopting a new approach that will redefine the
roles in ways responsive to public expectations. This will require—
• Providing more guidance to ethical behavior in all areas of practice and
for all Institute members.
• Emphasizing compliance with broad, positively stated standards as well
as specific behavioral rules to maintain and enhance the quality of
performance.
• Establishing proactive practice monitoring programs for firms that are
designed to find and correct substandard performance.
• Extending the application of standards to members not in public practice.
• Providing guidance on responding to the changing practice environment.
These steps are important to the future of the profession in a time of rapid
change. The program proposed in this report and its implementation and
communication to the public can assist in dispelling negative public percep
tions, although more is needed to completely close the expectation gap.
Chapters 3 to 6 of this report describe in detail the committee’s recom
mendations.
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Chapter 3

Restructuring the Code
of Professional Ethics
This chapter recommends a change in the structure of the Institute’s Code
of Professional Ethics (the “ Code” ) and presents the committee’s recom
mendation for a revised Code. It is clear that the Code requires broadening
and changing to meet developments in the profession’s environment. The
restructuring recommended calls for the Institute to recast its Code into two
basic sections:
1. Standards of Professional Conduct, a new positively stated, goal-ori
ented section (Exhibit 1, page 25, contains the draft of this proposed
section of the Code.)
2. Rules of Performance and Behavior, a complete revision, updating, and
repositioning of the present Rules of Conduct (Exhibit 2, page 32,
contains the draft of this proposed section of the Code.)
The senior technical committees will interpret the Code and establish per
formance standards consistent with it.

THE STANDARDS OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT
The Standards of Professional Conduct will state the ethical responsibilities
of AICPA members. While similar to the Concepts of Professional Ethics in
the present Code, unlike the Concepts, they will be enforceable.

Structure and Contents
The Standards of Professional Conduct (Exhibit 1, pages 25 through 31)
contain six articles encompassing (1) purpose, (2) applicability, (3) respon
sibilities, (4) explicit standards (dealing with the public interest, integrity,
objectivity and independence, due care, and scope and nature of services),
(5) performance standards, and (6) compliance. Guidance to members on the
application in specific circumstances of each of the explicit standards is
provided.
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A single standard for objectivity and independence is proposed to show
the strong relationship between those fundamental concepts. It requires mem
bers to be independent in fact and appearance when providing attestation
services.
The restructured Code is based on the premise that members assume an
obligation of self-discipline. In keeping with that premise, the Code under
takes to—
• State the basic tenets of ethical and professional conduct.
• State the responsibilities of members to the public, clients, and col
leagues.
• Guide members in the performance of their professional responsibilities.
The Code provides guidance to all AICPA members—including those in
public practice, in industry, in government, and in education— and applies
to all their professional activities. It is intended to meet members’ current
and future needs. It is comprehensive, covering the significant areas in which
members are required to make judgments about their conduct.
The Code notes that because members perform an essential role in society,
they have broad responsibilities to those who use their professional services
and have a special responsibility for self-governance.
The term performance standards is used to describe all the technical and
ethical standards, rules, regulations, and requirements that guide CPAs in the
performance of their professional activities. The Institute’s bylaws will require
members to observe both sections of the Code and will recognize performance
standards as applications of the Code. Compliance will depend primarily on
understanding and voluntary action, secondarily on reinforcement by peers
and public opinion, and ultimately on disciplinary action, when necessary,
by the Institute.

The Need for Guidance
The restructured Code represents a necessary response to a rapidly changing
environment. It will provide both a framework for the orderly expansion of
services and products and a basis for developing responses to other environ
mental changes such as the increasingly competitive practice environment. It
will help members find answers to questions about new situations as they
arise.
The restructured Code will shift the emphasis from compliance with specific
rules to an emphasis on achieving positively stated goals. Professionalism
requires much more than compliance with specific rules. It requires a pattern
of conduct— indeed, a pattern of thinking—that results in the performance of
all professional activities with competence, objectivity, and integrity. Specific
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rules by themselves cannot be comprehensive and flexible enough to provide
members with the incentive to achieve that level of performance.
The restructured Code covers the basic responsibilities of members to
clients, fellow professionals, and the public. It provides standards of conduct
that serve the public interest and buttress performance standards and the
profession’s commitment to professionalism. A profession worthy of public
trust needs such standards to guide decisions relating to behavior and to
govern the application of its technical expertise.

THE RULES OF PERFORMANCE AND BEHAVIOR
Exhibit 2 (pages 32 through 40) contains the Rules of Performance and
Behavior. In developing the new Rules, the committee considered the pro
posed modification of the Rules of Conduct that the division of professional
ethics presented to the AICPA Board of Directors in February 1983. The new
Rules will apply to all AICPA members. The extension of the applicability
of the Rules to those not in public practice is equitable in terms of the diverse
AICPA membership and is in the best interest of the profession’s credibility.
Two of the present rules are unchanged: Rule 501 on acts discreditable
and Rule 502 on advertising and solicitation. The rules on auditing standards
(Rule 202) and on other professional standards (Rule 204) are combined into
a single rule (proposed Rule 202) on professional standards. Rule 504 on
incompatible occupations is dropped entirely because the goal-oriented section
of the new Code covers conflicts of interest and requires members to avoid
such conflicts. The other eight rules are substantially revised and updated. The
reasons for the proposed changes are presented in the commentaries included
in Exhibit 2.

THE ROLE OF SENIOR TECHNICAL COMMITTEES
The committee recommends that Council designate the senior technical
committees as bodies authorized to interpret the Rules applying to their areas
of responsibility. The senior technical committee in the ethics area will be
assigned the authority to issue interpretations that apply to all professional
activities. To ensure consistency and acceptability across disciplines, a co
ordinating committee should be established to deal with areas of potential
overlap.
The coordinating committee will include the chairpersons of the senior
technical committees. It will have the responsibility of—
• Reviewing interpretations and performance standards proposed by the
senior technical committees.
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• Providing liaison among the senior technical committees to resolve any
jurisdictional issues.
• Referring to the Board of Directors’ interpretations and performance
standards proposed by the senior technical committees when unresolved
matters arise in the clearance process or jurisdictional conflicts or disputes
cannot be resolved in the clearance process.
The recommended interpretation procedures will provide greater flexibility
in tailoring the rules to the different areas of professional activities and will
help to achieve better coordination among the senior technical committees.
Existing interpretations of the Rules of Conduct that have continuing rel
evance should remain in effect until further action is deemed necessary by
the senior technical committees subject to review by the coordinating com
mittee.
Some of the provisions of the new Code may differ in their applicability
to different areas of practice. For example, Rule 102 on Integrity and Ob
jectivity states a general requirement for all professional services and should
be handled by the ethics committee. In contrast, Rule 101 on Independence
is a requirement best interpreted by other senior technical committees because
it is a fundamental requirement for the performance of auditing and other
attest services, but it is not required for other services performed by CPAs.

APPLICABILITY OF THE CODE
Members not in public practice will be required to observe the requirements
of the new Code. For example, members in industry responsible for the
preparation of financial statements in conformity with generally accepted
accounting principles will be held to those standards. The senior technical
committees will be responsible for specifying the extent to which their stand
ards apply to members not in public practice.

RECOMMENDED RESTRUCTURING
The two sections of the restructured Code of Professional Ethics that the
committee recommends are presented in the following two exhibits: Exhibit
1, the draft Standards of Professional Conduct, and Exhibit 2, the draft Rules
of Performance and Behavior, with commentaries explaining each of the
proposed rules. These exhibits are shaded for easier reference.
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The Proposed Code of Professional
Ethics of the American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants

Exhibit 1

Standards of Professional Conduct

Article I

PURPOSE
Membership in the American Institute of Certified Public Account
ants is voluntary. By accepting membership, a certified public ac
countant assumes an obligation of self-discipline above and beyond
the requirements of laws and regulations.
These Standards of Professional Conduct of the Code of Profes
sional Ethics of the American Institute of Certified Public Account
ants express the profession’s recognition of its responsibilities to the
public, to clients, and to colleagues. They guide members in the
performance of their professional responsibilities and express the
basic tenets of ethical and professional conduct. The Standards re
quire an unswerving commitment to honorable behavior even at the
sacrifice of personal advantage.

Article II

APPLICABILITY
Membership in the American Institute of Certified Public Account
ants requires a member to observe these Standards of Professional
Conduct. The Standards provide guidance to all members—those in
public practice, in industry, in government, and in education—and
apply to all their professional responsibilities.
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Article III

RESPONSIBILITIES
As professionals, certified public accountants perform an essential
role in society. Consistent with that role, members of the American
Institute of Certified Public Accountants have responsibilities to all
those who use professional services. Members also have a contin
uing responsibility to cooperate with each other to improve the art of
accounting, maintain the public’s confidence, and carry out the
profession’s special responsibilities for self-governance. The collec
tive efforts of all members are required to maintain and enhance the
traditions of the profession.
Clients, employers, and the public at large all benefit from the
services of certified public accountants. In discharging their profes
sional responsibilities, members may encounter conflicting pres
sures from among each of these groups. In resolving those conflicts,
members should act with integrity, guided by the precept that when
members observe their responsibility to the public, clients’ and em
ployers’ interests are best served. Accordingly, guided by the basic
principles in these Standards of Professional Conduct, members
must exercise sensitive professional and moral judgments in all their
activities.

Article IV

THE PUBLIC INTEREST
Members should accept the obligation to act in a way that will
serve the public interest, honor the public trust, and demon
strate commitment to professionalism.
A distinguishing mark of a profession is acceptance of its respon
sibility to the public. The public interest is the collective well-being of
the community of people and institutions the profession serves.
Clients, credit grantors, governments, employers, investors, the
business and financial community, and others who rely on the objec
tivity and integrity of certified public accountants constitute the
profession s public. Their reliance on certified public accountants
and the importance of certified public accountants to the orderly
functioning of commerce impose on certified public accountants an
overriding public interest responsibility.
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Those who rely on certified public accountants expect them to
discharge their responsibilities with integrity, objectivity, due profes
sional care, and a genuine interest in serving the public. The public
expects members to provide quality services, conduct promotional
activities, enter into fee arrangements, and offer a range of services
all in a manner that demonstrates a level of professionalism consist
ent with these Standards of Professional Conduct.
All who accept membership in the American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants affirm a public responsibility and commit them
selves to honor the public trust. In return for the faith the public
reposes in certified public accountants, members should seek con
tinually to demonstrate their dedication to professional excellence.
These Standards of Professional Conduct state the obligations of
members consistent with public expectations.

INTEGRITY
To maintain and broaden public confidence, members should
perform all professional responsibilities with the highest sense
of integrity.
Integrity is an element of character fundamental to professional
recognition. It is the quality from which the public trust derives and
the benchmark against which a member must ultimately test all
decisions.
Integrity requires a member to be, among other things, honest and
candid and to protect the confidentiality of client information within
the constraints of honesty and candor. Service and the public trust
should not be subordinated to personal gain and advantage. Integrity
can accommodate the inadvertent error and the honest difference of
opinion; it cannot accommodate deceit or subordination of principle.
Integrity is measured in terms of what is right and just. In the
absence of specified rules, standards, or guidance, or in the face of
conflicting opinions, a member should test decisions and deeds by
asking: “Am I doing what a person of integrity would do? Have I
retained my integrity?” Integrity requires a member to observe both
the form and the spirit of performance standards; circumvention of
performance standards constitutes subordination of judgment.
Integrity also requires a member to observe the standards of “ob
jectivity and independence” and of “due care.”
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OBJECTIVITY AND INDEPENDENCE
A member should maintain objectivity and be free of conflicts
of interest in discharging professional responsibilities. A mem
ber should be independent in fact and appearance when provid
ing auditing and other attestation services.

Objectivity is a state of mind, a quality that lends value to a mem
ber's services. It is a distinguishing feature of the profession. The
standard of objectivity imposes the obligation to be impartial, intellec
tually honest, and free of conflicts of interest. Independence pre
cludes relationships that may appear to impair a member’s objectiv
ity in rendering attestation services.
Members often serve multiple interests in many different capaci
ties and must demonstrate objectivity in varying circumstances.
Members in public practice render attest, tax, and management ad
visory services. Other members prepare financial statements in the
employment of others, perform internal auditing services, and serve
in financial and management capacities in industry, education, and
government. They also educate and train those who aspire to admis
sion to the profession. Regardless of service or capacity, members
should protect the integrity of their work, maintain objectivity, and
avoid any subordination of their judgment.
For a member in public practice, the maintenance of objectivity
requires a continuing assessment of client relationships and public
responsibility. Such a member who provides auditing and other at
testation services should be independent in fact and appearance. In
providing all other services, a member should maintain objectivity
and avoid conflicts of interest.
Although members not in public practice cannot maintain the ap
pearance of independence, they nevertheless have the responsibili
ty to maintain objectivity in rendering professional services. A mem
ber employed by others to prepare financial statements or to perform
auditing, tax, or consulting services is charged with the same re
sponsibility for objectivity as members in public practice and must
be scrupulous in their application of generally accepted accounting
principles and candid in all their dealings with members in public
practice.
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DUE CARE
A member should observe the profession’s performance
standards, strive continually to improve competence and the
quality of services, and discharge professional responsibility to
the best of the member’s ability.
The quest for excellence is the essence of due care. Due care
requires a member to discharge professional responsibilities with
competence and diligence. It imposes the obligation to perform
professional services to the best of a member's ability with concern
for the best interests of those for whom the services are performed
and consistent with the profession’s responsibility to the public.
Competence is derived from a synthesis of education and experi
ence. It begins with a mastery of the common body of knowledge
required for designation as a certified public accountant. The main
tenance of competence requires a commitment to learning and
professional improvement that must continue for the professional
tenure of the member. In all engagements and in all responsibilities,
each member should undertake to achieve a level of competence
that will assure that the quality of his or her services meets the high
level of professionalism required by these Standards of Professional
Conduct.
The maintenance of competence is an individual responsibility of
a member. Competence represents the attainment and maintenance
of a level of understanding and knowledge that enables the member
to render services with facility and acumen. It also establishes the
limitations of a member’s capabilities by dictating that consultation
or referral may be required when a professional engagement ex
ceeds the personal competence of a member or a member’s firm.
Each member is responsible for assessing his or her competence—
of evaluating whether the member’s education, experience, and
judgment are adequate for the responsibility to be assumed.
Members should be diligent in discharging responsibilities to clients,
employers, and the public. Diligence imposes the responsibility to
render services promptly and carefully, to be thorough, and to ob
serve applicable performance standards.
Due care requires a member to plan and supervise adequately
any professional activity for which the member is responsible.
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SCOPE AND NATURE OF SERVICES
A member in public practice should observe these standards
of professional conduct in determining the scope and nature of
services to be provided.
Members should consider several factors in deciding on the scope
and nature of services. The public interest aspect of certified public
accountants’ services requires that such services be consistent with
the public expectations of acceptable professional behavior for cer
tified public accountants. Integrity requires that service and the pub
lic trust not be subordinated to personal gain and advantage. Objec
tivity and independence require that members be free from conflicts
of interest in discharging professional responsibilities. Due care re
quires that services be provided with competence and diligence.
Each of these standards represents constraints on a member’s
ability to provide specific services in individual circumstances. In
some instances, they may represent an overall constraint on the
magnitude of nonaudit services that might be offered to a specific
client over time. No hard-and-fast rules can be developed to help
members reach these judgments. A member must be satisfied that
standards of professional conduct are being adhered to in this re
gard.
In order to accomplish this, members should—
• Practice in firms that have in place internal quality-control pro
cedures to ensure that services are delivered in a competent
manner and are adequately supervised.
• Determine whether in their individual judgments the nature or
magnitude of other services provided to an audit client over time
might create or appear to create conflicts of interest in the per
formance of the audit function for that client.
• Assess whether in their individual judgments an activity is con
sistent with their role as professionals— for example, it is a rea
sonable extension or variation of existing services offered by
the member or others in the profession.
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Article V

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS
The Council of the American Institute of Certified Public Account
ants has designated senior technical committees to address and
apply these standards of professional conduct. The bylaws of the
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants require adherence
to these standards and recognize performance standards as inter
pretations of them. Members must be prepared to justify any depar
ture from these standards and the performance standards based on
them.

Article VI

COMPLIANCE
Compliance with these Standards of Professional Conduct, as with
all laws in an open society, depends primarily on understanding and
voluntary actions by members, secondarily on reinforcement by peers
and public opinion, and ultimately on disciplinary proceedings, when
necessary, against those who fail to comply with the profession’s
adopted performance standards. These Standards of Professional
Conduct do not exhaust the moral and ethical considerations that
should inform a member, but they provide a framework to guide a
member in the ethical practice of the profession.
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Exhibit 2

Rules of Performance and Behavior
(With Commentaries)

INDEPENDENCE
RULE 101. A member shall be independent in the performance
of professional services as required by standards promulgated
by bodies designated by Council.

Commentary

Current Rule 101 relates only to opinions on financial statements
and applies only to AICPA members in public practice. In substance,
the rule prohibits a member from expressing an opinion on financial
statements unless the member is independent. It provides a number
of examples of how independence might be impaired. Review serv
ices, which members may perform pursuant to standards promulga
ted by the Accounting and Review Services Committee, are not men
tioned in current Rule 101, although those standards require that a
member be independent to perform a review engagement.
Furthermore, a number of Statements on Auditing Standards es
tablish standards for engagements for which independence may be
required (see SAS 43, Omnibus Statement on Auditing Standards,)
that are not covered under Rule 101. Examples are SAS 14, Special
Reports; SAS 30, Reporting on Internal Accounting Control; and
SAS 35, Special Reports— Applying Agreed-Upon Procedures to
Specified Elements, Accounts, or Items of a Financial Statement.
The proposed rule incorporates by reference the independence
requirements of standards promulgated by appropriate AICPA bod
ies. Those standards should clearly state that independence is or is
not required when performing a particular service and should make
appropriate reference to Rule 101.
The proposed rule is a one-sentence basic statement substantially
similar to the current rule, but omits the examples in the current rule
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of situations in which independence is deemed to be impaired. The
examples should be adopted as an interpretation of the new rule and
will continue in effect until modified by the senior technical commit
tees.
The proposed rule, like the current rule, does not apply to mem
bers not in public practice.

INTEGRITY AND OBJECTIVITY
RULE 102. In the performance of any professional service, a
member shall maintain objectivity and integrity and shall not
knowingly misrepresent facts or subordinate his or her judgment
to others. In tax practice, a member may resolve doubt in favor
of the client as long as the position taken has reasonable
support.

Commentary

In current Rule 102, the prohibition on making a knowing misrep
resentation of fact applies to all AICPA members, but the prohibition
on the subordination of a member’s judgment to others applies only
to members in public practice.
Under the proposed modification, the prohibition of knowing mis
representation of facts and subordination of judgment as well as the
requirement to maintain integrity and objectivity are retained and
made to apply equally to all members in the performance of profes
sional services. The provision allowing members to resolve doubts
in favor of a client in tax practice is retained.

GENERAL STANDARDS
RULE 201. A member and a member’s firm shall comply with
the following standards and with any interpretations thereof by
bodies designated by Council.
A. Professional Competence. Undertake only those professional
services that the member or the firm can reasonably expect
to complete with professional competence.
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B. Due Professional Care. Exercise due professional care in
the performance of professional services.
C. Planning and Supervision. Adequately plan and supervise
the performance of professional services.
D. Sufficient Relevant Data. Obtain sufficient relevant data to
afford a reasonable basis for conclusions or recommenda
tions in relation to any professional services performed.

Commentary

Current Rule 201 applies only to members in practice. The pro
posed rule uses the term professional services instead of engage
ments to make the rule applicable to all AICPA members whether in
public practice or not when they perform such services.
Subparagraph E of the current rule that deals with forecasts is
deleted because guidance regarding these services has been, or will
be, provided by the senior technical committees. For the same rea
son, Interpretation 201-2 dealing with forecasts should be deleted.

COMPLIANCE WITH STANDARDS
RULE 202. A member who performs auditing, review,
compilation, management advisory, tax, or other professional
services for which standards have been promulgated by bodies
designated by Council shall comply with such standards.

Commentary

Current Rule 202 applies only to a member’s association with
financial statements and only to auditing services. Under the pro
posed rule, duly promulgated performance standards in all functional
areas will apply to all AICPA members.
With respect to auditing services, the proposed rule will eliminate
the distinction made by the current rule between ‘‘generally accepted
auditing standards promulgated by the Institute'' and Statements on
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Auditing Standards (SASs) which ‘‘are considered to be interpreta
tions of the generally accepted auditing standards." Generally ac
cepted auditing standards have, for some time, been incorporated in
the SASs.
The enforceability of certain SASs is unclear under the current
rule because it applies only to a member’s "association with financial
statements. ” Certain engagements under some existing SASs (for
example, SAS 30, Reporting on Internal Accounting Control; SAS
35, Special Reports— Applying Agreed-Upon Procedures to Speci
fied Elements. Accounts, or Items of a Financial Statement; and SAS
14, Special Reports) do not appear to be enforceable under current
Rule 202 or 204. Proposed Rule 202 would eliminate that problem
by incorporating standards for the performance of professional serv
ices.
The phrase “ associated with financial statements” has been de
leted from the proposed rule on the basis that the phrase “perform
ing professional services " is sufficient to link the member to the
professional service performed in compliance with professional
standards.

ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES
RULE 203. A member shall not (1) express an opinion or state
affirmatively that the financial statements or other financial data
of any entity are presented in conformity with generally accepted
accounting principles or (2) state that he or she is not aware of
any material modifications that should be made to such
statements or data in order for them to be in conformity with
generally accepted accounting principles, if such statements or
data contain any departure from an accounting principle
promulgated by bodies designated by Council to establish such
principles that has a material effect on the statements or data
taken as a whole. If, however, the statements or data contain
such a departure and the member can demonstrate that due to
unusual circumstances the financial statements or data would
otherwise have been misleading, the member can comply with
the rule by describing the departure, its approximate effects, if
practicable, and the reasons why compliance with the principle
would result in a misleading statement.
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Commentary

Current Rule 203 is stated in terms of the expression of opinions
on financial statements, and some questions have arisen about its
applicability to review services. Proposed Rule 203 is directed to that
problem (see (2) above). Also, when members perform services that
are ‘‘g overned'’ by certain SASs and that are unrelated to opinions
on financial statements but require representations of conformity
with GAAP, the applicable SASs cannot be enforced against such
members under the provisions of Current Rule 203. The phrase
"financial data" (see (1) above) is directed to that problem.
The proposed rule also differs from the existing rule in that it
applies to all AICPA members who perform the acts described in (1)
and (2) above, and it covers services performed that are unrelated
to audit reports but for which standards have been promulgated
regarding GAAP conformity— for example, SAS No. 14, Special Re
ports.

CONFIDENTIAL CLIENT INFORMATION
RULE 301. A member shall not disclose any confidential client
information without the specific consent of the client.
This rule shall not be construed (1) to relieve a member of the
member’s professional obligations under Rules 202 and 203, (2)
to affect in any way the member’s obligation to comply with a
validly issued and enforceable subpoena or summons, (3) to
prohibit review of a member’s professional practice under AICPA
or state CPA society authorization, or (4) to preclude a member
from initiating a complaint with or responding to any inquiry
made by a recognized investigative or disciplinary body.
Members of a recognized investigative or disciplinary body and
professional practice reviewers shall not use to their own
advantage or disclose any member’s confidential client
information that comes to their attention in carrying out their
official responsibilities. However, this prohibition shall not
restrict the exchange of information with a recognized
investigative or disciplinary body or affect, in any way,
compliance with a validly issued and enforceable subpoena or
summons.
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Commentary

Current Rule 301 prohibits disclosure by a member in public prac
tice of any confidential client information obtained in the course of a
professional engagement except with the consent of the client.
The proposed revision of Rule 301 requires specific consent of the
client before disclosure may be made. This change is intended to
clarify the duty of the member in a determination of whether consent
was obtained. Consent will not be required when the exceptions to
the rule are operative.
The current rule provides exceptions to the above-stated general
rule. The proposed rule will add two exceptions not included in the
current rule. The first will permit a disclosure exception in connection
with responding to inquiries of the components of the AICPA Division
for CPA Firms or the quality review program. The second will permit
disclosure when a member initiates a complaint with a recognized
disciplinary body.

CONTINGENT FEES
RULE 302. A member in public practice who performs
engagements for a contingent fee would be considered to have
lost independence with regard to that client because a common
financial interest has been established.
Fees are not regarded as being contingent if fixed by courts or
other public authorities.
Commentary

Current Rule 302 will be modified to limit its application to clients
for whom independence engagements are performed. The reasons
for this recommended change are as follows:
1. The expansion of members’ services has placed them in a
position of competing with nonmembers who are not restricted
in their fee arrangements. The prohibition of contingent fees
has also created difficulties for members in accepting engage
ments for which a contingent fee may be the most appropriate
or only fee arrangement available— for example, Medicare
reimbursement engagements.
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2. The proposed rule is client-based, rather than engagementbased, because any contingent fee engagement is deemed to
create a common financial interest that impairs a member’s
independence. When a member undertakes an engagement
for which the fee is contingent on the outcome, the member, in
effect, accepts certain investment risks that are similar to taking
an equity interest in the enterprise. Therefore, the member
cannot be independent with respect to that enterprise.

ACTS DISCREDITABLE
RULE 501. A member shall not commit an act discreditable to
the profession.
Commentary

Current Rule 501 is retained in its present form.

ADVERTISING AND OTHER FORMS OF
SOLICITATION
RULE 502. A member shall not seek to obtain clients by
advertising or other forms of solicitation in a manner that is
false, misleading, or deceptive. Solicitation by the use of
coercion, overreaching, or harassing conduct is prohibited.
Commentary

Current Rule 502 is retained in its present form.

COMMISSIONS
RULE 503. The acceptance of a payment for referral of products
or services of others by a member in public practice is
considered to create a conflict of interest that results in a loss
of objectivity and independence except under those
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circumstances where bodies designated by Council have
determined that such conflicts of interest do not arise.
A member shall not make a payment to obtain a client. This rule
shall not prohibit payments for the purchase of an accounting
practice or retirement payments to individuals formerly engaged
in the practice of public accounting or payments to their heirs
or estates.
Commentary

Current Rule 503 is retained in substance, with some revision in
wording to state the rationale for the prohibition of commissions or
other payments. But a provision is added to the basic rule that will
allow the senior technical committees through interpretations to de
termine conditions under which the acceptance of commissions or
other payments would not create a conflict of interest that results in
loss of objectivity and independence. In some areas of practice, a
flat prohibition may be inappropriate. The senior technical commit
tees are in the best position to determine those conditions or circum
stances and can provide the necessary flexibility to maintain the
relevance and effectiveness of the basic rule in a changing practice
environment. The proposed rule will deal more effectively with the
problem that the ban against commissions and other payments was
intended to address— prohibiting conflicts of interest arising from the
acceptance or payment of amounts that could lead to a loss of
professional objectivity in providing advice, services, or products.
Payments made to staff based on their client development activity
are not prohibited by the rule, because such payments are a part of
their normal compensation.

INCOMPATIBLE OCCUPATIONS
(Rule 504 Deleted)
Commentary

Current Rule 504 is deleted. The rule prohibits a member from
engaging in a business or an occupation concurrently with the prac
tice of public accounting when the business or occupation would
create a conflict of interest in rendering professional services. The
proposed Standards of Professional Conduct cover conflicts of inter
est and require members to avoid such conflicts.
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FORM OF PRACTICE AND NAME
RULE 505. A member may practice public accounting only in
the form of a proprietorship, a partnership, or a professional
corporation whose characteristics conform to resolutions of
Council.
A member shall not practice public accounting under a firm
name that is misleading. Names of one or more past partners
or shareholders may be included in the firm name of a successor
partnership or corporation. Also, a partner or shareholder
surviving the death or withdrawal of all other partners or
shareholders may continue to practice under such name which
includes the name of past partners or shareholders for up to
two years after becoming a sole practitioner.
A firm may not designate itself as “Members of the American
Institute of Certified Public Accountants” unless all of its
partners or shareholders are members of the Institute.
Commentary

The first sentence of the second paragraph of current Rule 505
has been revised. The effect of the revision (and related Council
action) will be to permit members to practice under a fictitious firm
name or under a firm name indicating specialization, provided that
name is not misleading.
The reasons for the proposed changes are as follows:
1. The removal from the Code of Interpretation 502-4, which pro
hibited a member from holding out to be an expert or specialist,
necessitates a change in Rule 505 to remove the prohibition
against a member practicing under a firm name that “indicates
specialization." If the member may now advertise a specialty,
so may a firm.
2. No useful purpose is served by the current prohibition against
a member practicing under a firm name that is fictitious, provid
ed that name is not misleading. There are no policy consider
ations requiring the continuation of this prohibition.
The proposed changes to Rule 505 would require a revision of the
Council resolution on professional corporations to delete paragraphs
(1) and (2) of the resolution.
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Chapter 4

Maintaining a Commitment to
Professionalism in a Dynamic Environment
The proposed Standards of Professional Conduct contain a section dealing
with the scope and nature of services. This chapter examines the issues dealt
with in that section.

MEETING CLIENTS’ NEEDS FOR SERVICES
As business has become more complex, clients’ demands for outside
professional services have increased and the profession has steadily expanded
the scope and nature of its services. Accountants have skills in numerous
areas of management— accounting, taxes, strategic planning, computer and
information technology— and a broad base of experience and knowledge of
business. Thus, the expanded scope of services builds upon and leverages
the strengths of the profession and its reputation for competence, integrity,
and objectivity.
Not only have traditional services expanded, but those not directly related
to accounting and auditing have as well. Moreover, developments in infor
mation technology have blurred the distinction between products and services
so that some traditional services have, in effect, become products. For ex
ample, the professional services involved in the development of accounting
systems have extended into the development and distribution of computer
software. Expansion of services to meet client needs has become a key element
in the strategic planning of firms of all sizes.
Steady expansion into services not directly related to accounting and au
diting has changed the profiles of many firms. Not only has the nature and
scope of practice changed, but in many firms, some of the principals or partner
equivalents and many professional employees may be other than CPAs. Yet
those firms practice as CPA firms, and the public and other third parties
continue to look upon them as engaged primarily in the practice of public
accounting. It is argued that firms can be more effective in the delivery of a
broad range of services precisely because of knowledge gained from per
forming auditing and accounting services for clients.
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As firms have diversified their services, revenues have increased
commensurate with the economy. But fees from audit services are said to
have risen at a slower rate than fees from nonaudit services. Some believe
this trend will continue. There are many reasons: improvements in audit
technology, the development of alternative and less time-intensive services,
compilation and review, and increased competitive practices. Of these,
competition is the most significant factor.
There are other dynamics at work within the profession. Some members
of the profession want their firms to be known as more than accounting firms.
The long-range plans of some firms may incorporate objectives for continuing
diversification and detailed strategies for promoting a broader range of serv
ices. This new promotional orientation for all services of CPAs brings with
it many of the sophisticated advertising and communications techniques used
by business organizations.

ISSUES FOR THE PROFESSION
In 1979 the Public Oversight Board (POB) issued a report, Scope o f Services
by CPA Firms, that dealt primarily with the issue of whether to limit the
scope of services that may be furnished to SEC audit clients. The POB
concluded “ there are many potential benefits to be realized by permitting
auditors to perform MAS [management advisory services] for audit clients
that should not be denied to such clients without a strong showing of actual
or potential detrim ent.”
Seven years after the report of the PO B, the issues raised by the expansion
of services persist. While some argue that the market should decide these
issues, this answer is too simple. Therefore, the profession itself is being
urged to address those concerns.
Through state licensing, certified public accountants assume special obli
gations of integrity, objectivity, and due care. Continuing public confidence
in the profession compels dedication to these obligations. The public needs
an accounting profession that attests to financial statements and other infor
mation with both the reality and the appearance of competence and objectivity.
As more of the profession’s efforts go into the pursuit and development of
other services, the profession may lose the special status conferred upon it
by law and public opinion.
In its 1979 report, the POB concluded that restraints on scope of services
should be predicated only on the determination that certain services would
impair a m ember’s independence in rendering an opinion on a client’s financial
statements.
The marketplace imposes constraints on the delivery of nonattest services
by accounting firms. If those services do not meet expectations, others will
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provide them. If those services are not performed with competence, the client
will look for another firm. If the client or those relying on its financial
statements think that the auditor has entered into an inappropriate activity,
the firm may lose its professional standing in their eyes. Many observers are
concerned, however, that the long-term consequence for the profession of
uncontrolled expansion of services will be a diminished faith in the auditor’s
independence. This issue cannot be left to the marketplace alone for resolution.
Since the POB’s report, nonattest services have continued to grow, and
the need for guidance by the AICPA has become more apparent. In providing
other services or products, auditors may be confronted with circumstances
of real or perceived conflicts of interest. For example, if nonattest services
place auditors in a position where they are viewed as a part of management,
they will lose their appearance of independence, or independence could be
impaired when the results of a nonattest engagement have a direct and material
effect on the financial statements on which the auditor expresses an opinion.
Public concerns about the independence of the CPA must be a paramount
concern for the profession, and the issues arising from the growth of nonattest
services must be dealt with. If they are not, demands could arise for drastic
actions, such as divestiture of the nonattest functions or loss of licensing.
The profession must act before such a situation comes to pass.

PROPOSED CODE PROVISION AND GUIDELINES
The proposed Standards of Professional Conduct impose a measure of selfrestraint and self-regulation by calling upon AICPA members to use their
judgment in applying broad standards to determine what is consistent with
professional conduct in the provision of nonattest services. The Standards
require that—
Members should consider several factors in deciding on the scope and nature o f
services. The public interest aspect o f certified public accountants’ services requires
that such services be consistent with the public expectations o f acceptable behavior
for certified public accountants. Integrity requires that service and the public trust
not be subordinated to personal gain and advantage. Objectivity and independence
require that members be free from conflicts o f interest in discharging professional
responsibilities. Due care requires that services be provided with com petence and
diligence.
Each o f these standards represents constraints on a member’s ability to provide
specific services in individual circumstances. In some instances, they may represent
an overall constraint on the magnitude o f nonaudit services that might be offered
to a specific client over time. N o hard-and-fast rules can be developed to help
members reach these judgments. A member must be satisfied that standards o f
professional conduct are being adhered to in this regard.
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Nonattest services should not be limited by imposition of arbitrary restrictions.
Rather, the acceptability of an activity must be determined by members in
keeping with the spirit of the proposed Code.
To provide further guidance, the Standards require that members should—
1. Practice in firms that have in place internal quality-control procedures to ensure
that services are delivered in a competent manner and are adequately supervised.
2. Determine whether, in their individual judgments, the nature or magnitude o f
other services provided to an audit client over time might create, or appear to
create, conflicts o f interest in the performance o f the audit function for that client.
3. A ssess whether in their individual judgments an activity is consistent with their
role as professionals-— for exam ple, it is a reasonable extension or variation o f
existing services offered by the member or others in the profession.

The proper exercise of judgment in adhering to the new Code should lead
to professional conduct of a high quality responsive to the needs of the public.
In its 1984 report, the Future Issues Committee called on the profession
to consider ways to adapt practices and standards so that firms can take
maximum advantage of opportunities to expand services and products in a
manner appropriate to the professionalism and integrity of CPAs and to
develop and implement strategies to maintain the viability and growth of
practice units in an increasingly competitive environment. The committee
supports the positive thrust of those statements, particularly the qualifier “ in
a manner appropriate to the professionalism and integrity of CPAs.” The new
Code provides relatively simple and pragmatic guidelines to help members
address the issues arising from the growth of nonattest services.
Finally, in view of the fast pace of change in technology and increasing
client demands for the profession’s services, it is essential for the AICPA to
monitor further developments. The committee agrees with the recommen
dation of the chairman of the Public Oversight Board that there is a need for
a study of nonattest services to establish whether the findings of prior studies
are still valid.
It is vital in maintaining public confidence and trust that the profession
take the initiative through responsible action. Any other course could, in
time, invite outside intervention.
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Chapter 5

Recommended Programs to Monitor
Practice and to Improve Compliance With
Performance Standards
This chapter presents the committee’s recommendations that the Institute
establish, in cooperation with state CPA societies, a national practice-moni 
toring program for all AICPA members in public practice and adopt improved
procedures for achieving compliance with performance standards.

THE COMMITTEE’S RECOMMENDATIONS
The Institute has an effective practice-monitoring system for firms in the
peer review programs of the Division for CPA Firms. However, many AICPA
members in public practice are not subject to any form of quality review.
Reviews by state boards of accountancy, state CPA societies, and federal
government agencies of audit and other reports indicate a pressing need to
monitor practice, improve quality, and reduce the incidence of substandard
work. Accordingly, the committee recommends that the Institute—
1. Establish a quality review (QR) program and make participation in that
program or in the peer review programs of the division a membership
requirement for members in public practice.
2. Adopt a requirement for AICPA members who practice in firms that
audit one or more SEC registrants that would require those firms to be
members of the SEC Practice Section.
3. Establish more effective procedures for handling complaints and assur
ing compliance with performance standards by all members.
The two sections of the Division for CPA Firms are structured to serve the
needs of two segments of practice. They provide a model for the QR program.
The SEC Practice Section (SECPS) serves the special needs of firms that
audit publicly held companies. The Private Companies Practice Section (PCPS)
serves the special needs of firms that provide accounting and auditing services
to nonpublic companies. The two sections have developed similar programs
and share a common objective: to improve the quality of the accounting and
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audit practices of member firms. Both sections rely primarily on peer review
to achieve their objectives. Their basic structure, programs, and operations
are similar. Members of the SECPS are subject to special membership re
quirements relating to their SEC clients.

IMPLEMENTATION OF RECOMMENDATIONS
The committee recommends a proactive approach to improving compliance
with performance standards. There is need for a program that is consistent
in its application throughout the country, that is cost-effective, that enjoys
mem bers’ support, and that prescribes discipline in appropriate situations.
The Institute should develop the standards and procedures for such a program
and oversee its operations to assure consistency. State societies should im
plement the program in their areas to keep costs reasonable and to bring the
program closer to members. State boards of accountancy should act promptly
upon any information forming the basis for complaints that may become
available to them as a result of reviews under the program.

Enrollment Requirements
The Institute will establish a QR program modeled after the peer review
programs of the PCPS and SECPS. However, since most firms can benefit
from the comprehensive membership requirements of the division, they are
urged to join one of the division’s sections.
Moreover, because of the wide public interest in audits of SEC registrants,
all firms with one or more SEC audit clients will be required to join the
SECPS to qualify CPAs practicing in those firms for AICPA membership.
For this purpose, an SEC audit client is—
• An issuer making an initial filing, including amendments, under the
Securities Act of 1933.
• An SEC registrant that files periodic reports (for example, Forms N-1R
and 10-K) with the SEC under the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934
(except brokers or dealers registered only because of section 15[a] of
that act) or the Investment Company Act of 1940.
The QR program will be designed to improve the quality of services of
enrolled firms through appropriately structured reviews of their practices, the
establishment of requirements to maintain appropriate quality controls, and
the imposition o f sanctions for egregious failures to comply with performance
standards. Sole practitioners and partnerships or corporate forms of practice
will be considered “ firm s.” Enrollment will involve an agreement on the
part of a firm to—
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• Adhere to applicable quality control standards.
• Undergo regular quality reviews.
• File certain specified information about the firm that may be required
for the administration o f the program.
• Consent to the inclusion of specified information on the firm and on the
results of reviews in a public file.
The continuing enrollment o f a firm will depend upon its correction of
deficiencies found in reviews of its practice. The Institute will establish
procedures affording due process if a firm’s continuing enrollment is chal
lenged.

The Responsibilities of the AICPA
The Institute will have the primary responsibility for establishing and
operating the QR program. It will encourage state societies to establish local
committees to implement the program. In states which do not implement the
program the AICPA itself will do so. The chart on page 48 illustrates the
organizational structure recommended for the QR program.
The Institute will establish the Quality Review Executive Committee, which
will have overall responsibility for setting general policies for the program
and overseeing its operations. This would include responsibility for—
• Determining the enrollment requirements for firms.
• Establishing committees and task forces as required for the operation of
the program.
• Requiring information on enrolled firms to be maintained in files available
to the public.
• Publishing an annual report with statistics on the results of the program.
• Establishing procedures to be used in enforcement proceedings and for
imposing sanctions on enrolled firms.
• Establishing a body to hear and adjudicate matters in disciplinary pro
ceedings relating to the imposition of sanctions under the program.
Among the committees to be established by the AICPA QR Executive
Committee will be a standing committee to administer quality reviews, which
should be designated the AICPA Quality Review Committee. This commit
tee’s role will be similar to that of the peer review committees of the PCPS
and SECPS, and its responsibilities will be much the same as the responsi
bilities of those committees, except that it will also have the responsibility
to coordinate and oversee the activities of similar committees established by
state CPA societies to administer quality reviews at the state level. The Institute
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STATE SOCIETY
QUALITY REVIEW COMMITTEE
STATE A
• Administer reviews at state level
• Investigate complaints
• Evaluate results of reviews
• Require remedial action
• Maintain record of reviews
• Recommend to AICPA punitive
sanctions for noncooperation
or egregious acts

SOCIETY BODIES

STATE SOCIETY
QUALITY REVIEW COMMITTEE
STATE B
• Functions same as State A

STATE CPA

AICPA QUALITY REVIEW COMMITTEE
• Establish standards and checklists
• Oversee state quality review committees
• Administer reviews at national level
• Investigate complaints
• Evaluate results of reviews
• Require remedial action
• Maintain records of reviews
• Recommend to Executive Committee
punitive sanctions for noncooperation
or egregious acts

• Establish general policies for
program and oversee its activities
• Establish enrollment requirements
• Publish reports and maintain
public files

AICPA QUALITY REVIEW
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

AICPA BODIES

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE FOR THE
OPERATIONS OF THE QUALITY REVIEW PROGRAM

STATE SOCIETY
QUALITY REVIEW COMMITTEE
STATE C
• Functions same as State A

AICPA QUALITY CONTROL
REVIEW DIVISION
• Provide staff support

should also expand its quality control review division to provide staff support
for the activities of the AICPA Quality Review Committee as is now provided
for the activities of the peer review committees of the PCPS and the SECPS.

The Responsibilities of Participating State Societies
State CPA societies will be encouraged to establish quality review com
mittees to administer quality reviews for both their members and AICPA
members practicing in their jurisdictions. Those committees will function in
a manner similar to the AICPA Quality Review Committee, but they will be
required to adopt the standards and procedures established by the AICPA
committee and to coordinate their activities with those of that committee.
The committee recommends that state CPA societies adopt participation in
the QR program as a requirement for membership to make the overall program
more effective.

The Operations of the QR Program
The central activity in the QR program will be to evaluate the performance
o f enrolled firms and to determine whether their practices conform with
established quality standards. Quality reviews will be required on a periodic
basis, and complaints involving an AICPA member in an enrolled firm could
lead to an acceleration of a scheduled review or to a special review in some
circumstances.
Three types o f review entities, similar to those used by the PCPS and
SECPS, are contemplated:
1. A committee-appointed review team (CART) review conducted by a
team of reviewers appointed by the AICPA Quality Review Committee
or the quality review committees of the state CPA societies from a
prequalified pool of reviewers
2. A firm-on-firm review conducted by another CPA firm selected by the
reviewed firm and approved by the quality review committees of the
AICPA or the state CPA societies
3. A review conducted by a team appointed by an association of CPA
firms under an approved plan
The nature of a review (system- or engagement-oriented or field or desk
reviews) will determine what type of entity is appropriate to conduct it. Desk
reviews of reports, for example, will be conducted by qualified individual
reviewers selected by the QR committees.
Both the PCPS and the SECPS have designed their peer review procedures
to accommodate firms of varying sizes and the committee recommends that
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quality reviews follow that pattern. Moreover, to hold the cost of reviews to
a minimum, the PCPS has special review procedures for—
• Firms with limited accounting and audit practices.
• Firms with no audit engagement.
• Firms with no accounting or audit practice.
For firms with a limited accounting or audit practice, the PCPS attempts to
“ piggy-back” the review onto another scheduled review in the locale to
minimize out-of-pocket expenses. Firms that perform no audits can elect an
off-site review o f selected reports and financial statements. Finally, firms with
no accounting or audit practice receive a “ desk” review of their compliance
with other membership requirements, such as continuing professional edu
cation. All of these accommodations should be made available for the quality
review program as well.
At least once every three years, an enrolled firm will agree to undergo a
quality review, which will be structured according to the size of the firm and
the nature of its practice. Standards, procedures, and checklists will be
carefully designed to focus on key areas and to eliminate unnecessary detail.
Quality reviews will include system-oriented field reviews, engagement-oriented
field reviews, or off-site desk reviews, as appropriate, including, in some
circumstances, reviews of reports submitted by firms. Initially, quality reviews
will be limited to the accounting and auditing work of enrolled firms. However,
other areas of practice will eventually be subjected to similar periodic reviews.
Reviewers will prepare written reports setting forth their findings. Such
reports may be unqualified, qualified, or adverse. The Institute’s Quality
Review Committee as well as the state society quality review committees
will appoint subcommittees consisting of at least three committee members
to evaluate the written reports of reviewers and to recommend an appropriate
course o f action. The full committee will review the subcommittee’s rec
ommendations and take dispositive action.
Actions that may be taken include—
1. Requiring educational and corrective or remedial measures by the firm,
including appropriate actions with respect to individual firm personnel.
2. Referring complaints against individuals involving behavioral matters
to the AICPA Professional Ethics Executive Committee or to a state
society ethics committee.
3. Recommending sanctions in the event that the firm fails to correct
material deficiencies.
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Educational and corrective or remedial action will include—
• Changes in the quality control systems of firms, with any necessary
follow-up review.
• Requirements that firm personnel take additional CPE courses.
• Requirements to engage outside individuals to perform pre-issuance
reviews or to suggest changes in the quality control systems of firms.
• Requirements to undergo special or accelerated reviews.
After the quality review committee has accepted the results of a review
under the program, the public file of the reviewed firm should include, among
other information, the report of the reviewer, the letter of comment, if any,
the firm’s response to the letter o f comment, the quality review committee’s
letter to the firm indicating acceptance and any remedial or corrective actions
required, and other documents pertaining to corrective or remedial actions.
The Institute’s Quality Review Committee and the state society quality
review committees will have the authority to require firms to take educational
and corrective or remedial actions for deficiencies found in quality reviews.
However, when an enrolled firm fails to cooperate with the quality review
committees or is found to have committed an egregious act, those committees
will recommend disciplinary action against the firm to the Institute’s Quality
Review Executive Committee. The executive committee will establish pro
cedures and a body for adjudication of matters in disciplinary proceedings
that could lead to the dismissal of a firm from the QR program or to other
forms of punitive sanctions against a firm.

CPE Credits for Reviewers
Reviewers should be given continuing professional education credit for
their work up to a maximum of sixty hours during any three years. The work
of reviewers will be a key element in the program. Participation in the program
as a reviewer will be beneficial to those conducting the reviews. For that
reason, granting CPE credit for conducting reviews will be an important
incentive.

The Cost of the QR Program
Because of the public-interest aspects of the program, the Institute should
underwrite a portion of Institute administrative cost, including staff and normal
meeting costs of its committees. However, the cost of reviews and the direct
administrative costs of reviewers should be paid by the enrolled firms.
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IMPROVING THE STRUCTURE FOR HANDLING COMPLAINTS
The proposed restructuring of the Institute’s Code of Professional Ethics
and the establishment of a QR program to reach all AICPA members in
practice will necessitate changes in the Institute’s present structure for dealing
with complaints. The committee recommends that the Institute redefine the
roles, responsibilities, and relationships of the Professional Ethics Executive
Committee and the bodies involved in the operation of JEEP— the National
Review Board and the Regional Trial Boards— with the objectives of—
• Adapting them to the proposed restructuring of the Code.
• Coordinating disciplinary actions arising from the QR program with the
procedures for handling other disciplinary actions arising from com
plaints.
• Giving greater emphasis to educational and corrective measures for
violations of the proposed new Code.
• Giving more emphasis to the maintenance and enhancement of quality
performance and the elimination of substandard performance.
• Establishing realistic sanctions for members and enrolled firms who fail
to take corrective action when required or who violate performance
standards in an egregious manner.
• Improving the coordination of the disciplinary and enforcement proce
dures with similar procedures of state regulatory bodies.
To achieve those objectives, the committee recommends a restructuring
that will—
1. Assign to the appropriate quality review or peer review committees
responsibility for investigating complaints against firms and members
in public practice that involve compliance with technical performance
standards.
2. Assign responsibility to the Institute’s Quality Review Executive Com
mittee for taking disciplinary action against enrolled firms when they
fail to cooperate or commit an egregious act that could lead to dismissal
from the QR program or to other forms o f punitive sanctions.
3. Modify the authority of the Professional Ethics Executive Committee
and the professional ethics division in a manner consistent with the
restructured Code and assign the Professional Ethics Executive Com
mittee the responsibility for dealing with complaints against members
that involve national interests and multijurisdictional issues and for
oversight of complaints disposed of by state society ethics committees.
4. Encourage state society ethics committees to take a more active role in
dealing with complaints against members in their jurisdictions that do
not involve national interest or multijurisdictional issues and to interface
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

with the QR program in the same way as the Institute’s Professional
Ethics Executive Committee.
Establish procedures for coordinating the handling of complaints in the
professional ethics division and in the programs for monitoring practice.
Reconstitute the National Review Board as a National Trial Board to
serve as the hearing body in disciplinary proceedings against members.
Modify the contractual arrangements with the state CPA societies under
JEEP to eliminate the Regional Trial Boards.
Establish procedures for public disclosure of information on the dis
position of complaints.
Enforce the concept that the public interest is best served through
educational and remedial or corrective actions and only secondarily
through other disciplinary measures.

The chart on page 54 illustrates the organization in the professional ethics
area for handling complaints against members.
The chart on page 55 illustrates the routing and disposition of third-party
complaints against members and firms.

Complaints Against Firms
The PCPS and SECPS peer review committees now have the authority to
recommend sanctions against member firms when a member firm fails to take
corrective actions required in a peer review. The executive committees of the
two sections have established due process procedures for sanctioning firms
for those and other matters. Those procedures should continue for the division,
and the QR program should establish similar procedures. In addition, the
quality review and peer review committees should have responsibility for
investigating complaints against firms in public practice that involve allega
tions of failure to comply with technical standards and disposing of those
complaints as far as firms are concerned.

Complaints in the Professional Ethics Process
The Professional Ethics Executive Committee will continue to promote
compliance with the Code of Professional Ethics as restructured. It will be
responsible for—
• The general administration of the Code in cooperation with other senior
technical committees.
• Issuing interpretations and rulings on matters that apply generally to the
professional activities of all members in cooperation with other senior
technical committees.
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•

•
•

•
•

STATE SOCIETY
ETHICS COMMITTEE
STATE A
Administer program at
state level
Investigate complaints
Refer complaints to other
bodies
Require remedial action
Refer cases to Trial Board

STATE SOCIETY
ETHICS COMMITTEE
STATE C
• Functions same as State A

• Functions same as State A

SOCIETY BODIES

NATIONAL TRIAL
BOARD
• Conduct disciplinary
hearings for
punitive sanctions

STATE SOCIETY
ETHICS COMMITTEE
STATE B

STATE CPA

• Administer program at
national level
• Coordinate and oversee activities
at state level
• Issue interpretations and rulings
• Investigate complaints
• Refer complaints to other bodies
• Require remedial action
• Present cases to Trial Board
• Maintain public files

AICPA PROFESSIONAL ETHICS
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

AICPA BODIES

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE FOR HANDLING
COMPLAINTS AGAINST MEMBERS
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COMPLAINTS AGAINST
MEMBERS NOT IN
PUBLIC PRACTICE
INVOLVING
Compliance with technical
and independence or
behavioral standards

INVOLVING
Compliance
with
independence
or
behavioral
standards

INVOLVING
Compliance
with
technical
standards

COMPLAINTS AGAINST
MEMBERS IN PUBLIC PRACTICE

STATE
ETHICS
COMMITTEES

Noncooperation or Egregious Acts

CONCUR

State
Quality
Review
Committees

AICPA
Quality
or Peer
Review
Committees

•
•
•
•

FINDINGS
No violation
Remedial action
Additional CPE
Administrative
reprimand

QR PROGRAM,
PCPS OR SECPS
EXECUTIVE
COMMITTEES

AIC PA

—

National
Trial
Board

CONCUR
AICPA
ETHICS
COMMITTEE

Serious Matters
Concerning
Individuals
Only

Noncooperation or Egregious Acts

Noncooperation or
Egregious Acts Firm

(to AICPA if no action in 60 days)

•
•
•

•

ACTIONS
Changes in Firm’s
quality control system
Additional CPE
Pre-issuance reviews
Follow-up reviews

ROUTING AND DISPOSITION OF COMPLAINTS
FROM THIRD PARTIES

• Dealing with complaints against all members that involve behavioral
matters.
• Dealing with complaints on all matters against members not in public
practice.
• Referring complaints against members in practice involving technical
performance standards to the quality review or peer review committees.
• Coordinating its activities with the activities of the state society ethics
committees.
• Requiring corrective or remedial action in investigations of complaints
against members in which deficiencies are found.
• Presenting matters to the National Trial Board when members fail to
cooperate and take required corrective or remedial action or commit
egregious acts for which remedial or corrective actions are inadequate.
• Maintaining a public file on complaints received and the results of
investigations in disciplinary proceedings.
The procedures recommended contemplate that complaints against members
in practice involving compliance with technical performance standards will
be dealt with by the appropriate quality review or peer review committees;
all other complaints will be dealt with by the Institute’s Professional Ethics
Executive Committee or a state society ethics committee, as appropriate,
under the oversight of the Institute’s ethics committee. The objective of the
investigations in each case will be to determine whether there is reason for
concern about an individual’s or a firm’s compliance with performance
standards.
If there is reason for concern, the body handling the matter would determine
whether education and corrective or remedial actions are required. Further
action would be contemplated only if the individual or firm fails to take the
required actions or if the violation was egregious or undertaken with the
intent to mislead.

National Trial Board
The National Trial Board will serve as a hearing body to dispose of cases
arising from complaints that are not resolved by the Institute’s Professional
Ethics Executive Committee or by state society ethics committees, if those
committees choose to present such cases to the National Trial Board. Cases
so presented will involve only those in which an individual fails to take
corrective action or violates a performance standard in an egregious manner
or with the intent to mislead.
The sanctions for failure to take corrective action and for egregious vio
lations or violations undertaken with the intent to mislead would include—
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• Public censure and disclosure of specified remedial actions, with or
without a monetary fine to defray the cost of the proceedings.
• Public notice of suspension or termination of membership.
The necessity of deferring investigations of cases in litigation under the
present system will be partially overcome by focusing on the overall quality
of practice, with the objective of requiring remedial or corrective actions if
necessary and of determining whether performance standards are being ad
equately observed.

Flowcharts of Disciplinary Procedures
Chart A (pages 58-59) illustrates the procedures and decisions that will be
required in handling complaints and disciplining members by the AICPA
Professional Ethics Division or the state CPA society ethics committees and
the National Trial Board. Chart B (pages 60-61) illustrates the procedures
and the decisions that will be required in dealing with firms and members in
the QR program. The flowcharts also show the cooperation and coordination
o f the professional ethics process and the practice-monitoring process in
handling complaints against members and firms.

SUM M ARY
The recommended program will enhance the quality of practice and help
to make effective the restructured Code of Professional Ethics. It can achieve
the necessary improvement for the following reasons:
• Periodic reviews will improve the quality of performance in practice by
identifying and eliminating substandard practice.
• The requirement to participate in and comply with the findings in peer
reviews and quality reviews by correcting deficiencies identified will be
a requisite for Institute membership for CPAs in public practice.
Under the program recommended, the proactive monitoring of practice,
the handling of complaints against members, and the procedures for assuring
compliance with performance standards will be structured and coordinated to
achieve the highest possible level of compliance with performance standards.
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Chapter 6

Education Requirements for
AICPA Members
The Institute has endorsed mandatory continuing professional education
(CPE) and the 150-hour postbaccalaureate education program for entry into
the profession. Studies conducted over the years justify those policies as
necessary to the proper service of clients in the public interest. Further
initiatives to establish programs to assure that Institute members attain and
maintain professional competence are recommended in this chapter.

CONTINUING PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION
The Institute should establish a national, uniform continuing professional
education (CPE) requirement for all members. Such a requirement will assure
that all members maintain their professional competence.

Recommended CPE Requirement
All AICPA members except those in retirement will be required to meet
the Institute’s CPE requirement. Members will be required to take at least
120 hours o f qualified CPE courses every three years with a minimum of
twenty hours of such courses each year. Members will be encouraged to
select courses suitable to their professional activities.
The Institute will establish criteria for courses to qualify for credit. It will
continue to develop CPE courses suitable for its members, including courses
suitable for members not in public practice. It will continue to make its CPE
courses available through state CPA societies and will develop other distri
bution outlets particularly suitable for members not in public practice.

The Need to Maintain Competence
The obligation o f CPAs to maintain acceptable levels of competence is
widely recognized. A uniform CPE requirement is the best means by which
that obligation can be discharged.
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Present CPE requirements overlap and are not uniform. Many in the
profession are still not covered by them. A few states have not adopted such
requirements; the requirements in most states are effective only for those in
public practice.
The 1980 report of the Special Committee on Regulation of the Profession
(Armstrong Committee) concluded:
The goal o f any regulation should be a uniform standard uniformly applied.
Unfortunately, this goal has not been met with regard to CPE. W hile the vast
number o f states requiring CPE have adopted 40 hours a year as a standard, som e
have required 20 hours in any two years or 120 hours in any three years and som e,
less than 40 hours annually. Other states have required a certain minimum number
o f hours in specified areas relating to practice. The D ivision for CPA Firms requires
120 hours over three years with at least 20 hours in any one year for professional
staff o f member firms.
We believe there should be uniformity o f requirements and recommend that the
profession and the state licensing boards settle on 120 hours over three years with
a minimum o f 20 hours in any one year as an appropriate standard for membership
and continued licensing. This standard can be modified without a change in sub
stance in states having biennial licensing.

It is clear that the committee’s assessment of the need for a uniform program
is even more critical in the current environment.
The Institute helps to shape the body of knowledge appropriate for entry
into the profession, the structure and length of education programs necessary
to master that body of knowledge, and the structure and content of the
examination designed to test the mastery o f that body of knowledge. It is
now time to adopt and to make effective a uniform requirement to retain
competence through continuing professional education.

CPE for AICPA Members Not Engaged in the Practice of Public Accounting
Since CPE is often used as a requirement to maintain a license to practice
public accounting, most AICPA members not engaged in public practice are
not now required to maintain their professional competence through a struc
tured CPE program. The program recommended will fill this gap. It will
require all AICPA members, including those in industry, government, edu
cation, and other activities to meet CPE requirements suitable to their activities
in order to maintain their membership in the Institute. AICPA members not
engaged in public practice should be covered by a structured, mandatory CPE
program because they perform, as CPAs, important professional activities
and should be required to maintain their level of competence.
Some concerns have been raised that imposing such a requirement on those
members may be especially burdensome to them. This need not be so for
several reasons:
1. The program will be structured to allow those members to select courses
suitable to their professional activities.
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2. Those members will find various alternatives to fulfill the requirement—
such as self-study, home video, and teleconferences— that are not too
financially burdensome. Moreover, conferences and seminars, such as
those conducted by state CPA societies and other professional orga
nizations, should be a regular part of the professional life of most
members.
3. Employers of CPAs will be motivated to provide the necessary time
and financial support for their CPA employees to obtain the required
CPE so that those employees are able to maintain their professional
status.
4. Such a requirement will enhance CPAs’ attractiveness in many areas
and increase the value of their skills. It will help all segments of the
profession and promote wider public acceptance of the competence and
expertise of CPAs.
For those reasons, the Institute cannot retreat from what is needed to
maintain public confidence in the profession because of what may be perceived
as an added burden for some of its members. The proposed Standards of
Professional Conduct, which apply to all members, demand nothing less.

EDUCATION REQUIREMENT FOR ENTERING THE PROFESSION
The expanding scope of services and the expanding body of knowledge
that CPAs must master require that the Institute take action to assure that the
profession will have an adequate supply of entrants with a sound educational
base to meet future demands.
The Institute has vigorously promoted the 150-hour postbaccalaureate
education program as a basic requirement for entering the profession. Progress
toward that goal has been slow; only three jurisdictions (Florida, Hawaii,
and Utah) have adopted such programs as requirements, and only a few other
jurisdictions have taken positive steps toward the goal. The prospect of its
becoming a national requirement on a timely basis is highly uncertain without
more positive and direct action by the Institute to make its policy on education
a reality.
Therefore, the committee recommends that the Institute take appropriate
action before the year 2000 to adopt the 150-hour postbaccalaureate education
requirement as a condition for membership in the Institute for those qualifying
for entry into the profession after that year. Such a commitment by the
Institute would send a forceful signal not only to the licensing bodies but
also to the institutions of higher education concerned with developing ac
ceptable education programs. Such a commitment by the Institute would
enable those institutions to mobilize the necessary resources to establish the
required programs and to develop the required facilities and faculties for that
purpose.
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APPROVAL OF THE REPORT BY THE COMMITTEE
This report received the unanimous approval of the members of the com
mittee. However, in approving the report, Mr. Kurtz expressed reservations
about three aspects o f the recommendations.
Mr. Kurtz opposes the provision in Rule 503 allowing the senior technical
committees to determine conditions in which the commission rule would not
apply. He believes that the acceptance o f a commission, regardless of the
circumstances, will erode public confidence in the profession’s commitment
to objectivity.
Mr. Kurtz supports mandatory quality reviews fo r all CPA firms. However,
he is concerned that the complexity o f the program recommended in the report
may lead to inequities in its implementation. For that reason, he believes
that an evaluation o f the program after a fixed period, say three years, should
be required.
Mr. Kurtz also believes that the recommended CPE requirement is too
broad and should be limited to situations in which a member’s expertise as
a CPA is involved.
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